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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce new representation and characterization of the weighted core
inverse of matrices. Several properties of these inverses and their interconnections with
other generalized inverses are explored. Through one-sided core and dual-core inverse, the
existence of a generalized weighted Moore-Penrose inverse of matrices is proposed. Further,
by applying a new representation and using the properties of the weighted core inverse of a
matrix, we discuss a few new results related to the reverse order law for these inverses.
Keywords: Core inverse, Weighted core inverse, Dual weighted core inverse, Reverse order
law,
AMS Subject Classifications: 15A24; 15A09
1. Introduction
1.1. Background and motivation
Baksalary and Trenkler [1, 2] introduced the core inverse of a square matrix and discussed
the existence of such matrices. However, the right weak generalized inverse (see [4, 5]) was
proposed earlier, which were renamed as the core inverse. In the literature, many authors
have discussed the core inverse (see [9, 14, 33, 37]), and the relations with other generalized
inverses [12, 21, 34]. Prasad and Mohana [15] discussed Core EP inverse of a square matrix of
arbitrary index. Then the authors of [8] extended the notion of core EP inverse to weighted
core EP inverse and studied some properties of weighted core EP inverses. Subsequently,
several characterization on the W -weighted core-EP inverse are discussed in [10]. Then,
Mosic´ [16] studied the weighted core-EP inverse of an operator between Hilbert spaces.
Further, many results are available in elements of rings with involution [17, 22, 36]. In
addition to these, the authors of [10] provided a characterization of the weighted core-EP
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inverse in [13] in terms of matrix decomposition. Tian and Wang [31] discussed weighted-EP
matrices as a generalization of EP matrices. Thus, it can be observed that the weighted
inverses of matrices have been recently investigated in [27, 28, 35]. The vast literature on
the weighted inverses and its multifarious extensions and applications in different areas of
mathematics, motivate us to introduce a new representation and characterization of the
weighted core inverse of matrices.
A summary of the main points of the discussion mentioned below:
(1) The definition of M-weighted core and N -weighted dual-core inverses are introduced.
Using these definitions, some characterizations and representation of weighted core
inverse of matrices are investigated.
(2) Conditions for the existence and representations of generalized weighted Moore-Penrose
inverse are discussed through weighted core inverse of the matrices.
(3) Investigations the properties of weighted core inverse of matrices and discussion on
the relationships with other generalized inverses, like, group inverses, weighted core
inverse, and generalized inverses have been examined.
(4) A few necessary and sufficient conditions of reverse order law for weighted core inverse
of matrices are also established.
The purpose of this paper is also to obtain the conditions for which the group inverses,
weighted core inverse, generalized weighted Moore-Penrose inverses are the same. Hence
new representation of weighted core inverse of matrices supply the necessary freedom to deal
with different type of inverses. The beauty of this inverse is that the algorithm developed
for one particular choice of generalized inverse can be easily extended to the other type of
generalized inverses. This gives the flexibility to choose generalized inverses depending on
the applications at hand.
On the other hand, the reverse order law for generalized inverse plays an important role
in the theoretical research and numerical computations in many areas (see [23, 32, 30]).
Consider two invartible matrices A and B. The equality (AB)−1 = B−1A−1 is called the
reverse order law, which is always true for invertible matrices. When the ordinary inverse
is replaced by generalized inverse this reverse order law is not true in general [4]. In this
context, Greville [11] first discussed a necessary and sufficient condition for this equality in
the framework of the Moore-Penrose inverse in 1966. Then Baskett and Katz [3] studied
the reverse order law for EPr matrices, Deng [6] investigated the group inverse. Since then,
a significant number of papers on the reverse order law for various classes of generalized
inverses have been written (see [19, 18, 20, 24, 29]). In this context, we focus our attention
on discussing a few necessary and sufficient conditions of the reverse order law for weighted
core inverse of matrices.
1.2. Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some necessary basic definitions and no-
tations are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce a new expression for weighted
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core and the dual-core inverse of a matrix. In addition to this, we discuss a few representa-
tion and characterization of weighted core inverse and generalized weighted Moore-Penrose
inverse for matrices. Further a few results on reveres order law are discussed in section 4.
Finally, the proposed new representations of weighted core inverse has been summarized in
Section 5 with a brief discussion on further research in this direction.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations and definitions
Let Cn be the n-dimensional complex vector space and Cm×n be the set of m× n matrices
over complex field C. For a matrix A ∈ Cm×n, let R(A),N (A), and A∗ denote the range
space, null space and conjugate transpose of A, respectively. The index of A ∈ Cn×n is
defined as the smallest non-negative integer k, for which rank(Ak) = rank(Ak+1) and is
denoted by ind(A). In particular, if k = 1, then the matrix A is called index one matrix or
core matrix or group matrix.
We now recall the Moore-Penrose inverse [4, 23] of a matrix A ∈ Cm×n. The unique
matrix X ∈ Cn×m, satisfying
(1) AXA = A, (2) XAX = X, (3) (AX)∗ = AX, (4) (XA)∗ = XA
is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and is denoted by A†. Apart from the generalized
inverses, the weighted Moore-Penrose inverse is also important, as it can be simplified to a
Moore-Penrose inverse, as well as to an ordinary matrix inverse. We recall this definition
below.
Definition 2.1. Let A ∈ Cm×n, M ∈ Cm×m and N ∈ Cn×n be two hermitian invertible
matrices. A matrix X ∈ Cn×m satisfying
(1) AXA = A, (2) XAX = X
(
3M
)
(MAX)∗ =MAX,
(
4N
)
(NXA)∗ = NXA,
is called a generalized weighted Moore-Penrose inverse of A and is denoted by A†M,N .
Consider A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) = k. A matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfying
(
1k
)
XAk+1 = Ak, (2) XAX = X, (5) AX = XA,
is called the Drazin inverse of A and is denoted by AD, which was introduced in the context
of associative rings and semigroups in 1958 (See [7]). In particular, for A ∈ Cn×n with
ind(A) = 1, if a matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfies
(1) AXA = A, (2) XAX = X, (5) AX = XA,
then X is called the group inverse of A and is denoted by A#.
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For convenience, we use the notation A(λ) for an element of {λ}-inverses of A and A{λ}
for the class of {λ}-inverses of A, where λ ∈ {1, 1k, 2, 3, · · ·3M , 4, 4N , 5 · · · }. For instance, a
matrix X ∈ Cn×m is called a 1-inverse of A ∈ Cm×n if X satisfies (1), i.e., AXA = A and
we denote X by A(1). We next present the definition of core-EP inverse matrices, which was
introduced earlier in [9, 10].
Definition 2.2. [9] Let A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) = k. A matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfying(
6k
)
XAk+1 = Ak, (7) AX2 = X, (3) (AX)∗ = AX,
is called the core-EP inverse of A and denoted by A †©
In particular, for A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) = 1, if a matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfies
(6) XA2 = A, (7) AX2 = X, (3) (AX)∗ = AX,
then X is called the core inverse of A and denoted by A#©. One can notice that, the core-EP
inverse is unique and A#© ∈ A{1, 2}. The extension to the core EP inverse of a rectangular
matrix was recently done in [8], which is recalled next.
Definition 2.3. [8] Let A ∈ Cm×n , W ∈ Cn×m and k = max{ ind(AW ), ind(WA)}. A
matrix X ∈ Cm×n which satisfies
WAWX = (WA)k[(WA)k]†, R(X) ⊆ R((AW )k),
is called the W -weighted core-EP inverse of A and is denoted by A#©,W .
Subsequently, the authors of [10] in their Theorem 2.2 discussed the new expression of
the W -weighted core inverse, as follows.
Definition 2.4. Let A ∈ Cm×n , W ∈ Cn×m and k = max{ ind(AW ), ind(WA)}. A matrix
X ∈ Cm×n satisfying
XW (AW )k+1 = (AW )k, A(WX)2 = X, (WAWX)∗ =WAWX, (2.1)
is called the W -weighted core-EP inverse of A.
The authors of [10] also discussed, the unique matrix X = A
[
(WA) †©
]2
satisfies the
equations (2.1). The idea of the following definition is borrowed from [31] where the authors
proved it in their Theorem 3.5.
Definition 2.5. Let M , N ∈ Cn×n be two hermitian invertible matrices and A ∈ Cn×n
be a core matrix. Then A is called weighted-EP with respect to (M,N) if A†M,N exists and
A
†
M,N = A
#.
In the spirit of the core inverse of matrices, Sahoo, et al. recently introduced the core
inverse and core EP inverse of tensor [24, 25] via the Einstein product. Indeed, tensors are
multidimensional generalizations of vectors and matrices. Now, we recall the following two
results from [24] and write them in the form of matrices.
Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 2.10 [24]). Let A ∈ Cn×n. Then the group inverse of A exist if and
only if A = A2X = Y A2 for some X, Y ∈ Cn×n.
Corollary 2.7 (Corollary 2.11 [24]). Let A ∈ Cn×n be a core matric. Then A# = AX2 =
Y AX = Y 2A for some some X, Y ∈ Cn×n.
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3. One sided weighted core and dual core inverse
In this section, we first introduce M-weighted core and N -weighted dual core inverse for
matrices. Then we discuss a few new representation and characterization of these inverses.
Definition 3.1. Let M ∈ Cn×n be a hermitian invertible matrix and A ∈ Cn×n be a core
matrix. A matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfying
(
3M
)
(MAX)∗ =MAX, (6) XA2 = A, (7) AX2 = X,
is called the M-weighted core inverse of of A and denoted by A#©,M .
Consider A =
[
1 1
0 0
]
and M =
[
1 1
0 1
]
. Then we can easily verify that the matrix
X =
[
1 0
0 0
]
satisfy the conditions of the Definition 3.1.
Following the above definition, one can prove the result obtained below.
Proposition 3.2. For A ∈ Cn×n, if X ∈ A{6, 7}, then X ∈ A{1, 2}.
Using Proposition 3.2, we can show the uniqueness of M-weighted core inverse which is
mentioned in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let M ∈ Cn×n be a hermitian invertible matrix and A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) =
1. Then the M-weighted core inverse of of A is unique.
Proof. Suppose there exist two M-weighted core inverses say X and Y . Then applying
Proposition 3.2, we obtain
Y = Y AY = Y AXAY = Y AXM−1MAY = Y AXM−1(MAY )∗
= Y AXM−1Y ∗A∗M = YM−1MAXM−1Y ∗A∗M
= YM−1X∗A∗Y ∗A∗M = YM−1X∗A∗M = Y AX
= Y A2X2 = AX2 = X.
Definition 3.4. Let N ∈ Cn×n be a hermitian invertible matrix and A ∈ Cn×n be a core
matrix. Then a matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfying
(
4N
)
(NXA)∗ = NXA, (8) A2X = A, (9) X2A = X,
is called N-weighted dual core inverse of of A and denoted by AN,#©.
For example, consider A =
[
1 1
0 0
]
, N =
[
0.5 0.5
0.3 0.7
]
. We can easily verify that the matrix
X =
[
0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5
]
satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.4.
Likewise Proposition 3.2, the following result.
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Proposition 3.5. For any matrix A ∈ Cn×n. If the matrix X ∈ A{8, 9}, then X ∈ A{1, 2}.
The next theorem is proved for the uniqueness of the N -weighted dual core inverse.
Theorem 3.6. Let N ∈ Cn×n be a hermitian invertible matrix and A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) =
1. Then the N-weighted dual core inverse of of A is unique.
Proof. Suppose there exist two N -weighted dual core inverses say X and Y . Then applying
Proposition 3.5, we obtain
Y = Y AY = Y AXAY = N−1(NY A)N−1(NXA)Y = N−1A∗Y ∗A∗X∗NY
= N−1A∗X∗NY = N−1(NXA)∗Y = N−1NXAY = XAY
= (X2A)AY = X2(A2Y ) = X2A = X.
In view of the Definition 3.1, we have the following theorem which gives an equivalent
characterization with other generalized inverses.
Theorem 3.7. Let M ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian matrix. If A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) =
1, then the following five conditions are equivalent:
(a) there exists X ∈ Cn×n such that AXA = A, R(X) = R(A), R(XT ) = R((A∗M)T );
(b) AXA = A, XAX = X, XA2 = A, AX2 = X, and (MAX)∗ =MAX;
(c) (MAX)∗ =MAX, XA2 = A, and AX2 = X;
(d) A# exists and X ∈ A{1, 3M};
(e) there exist unique idempotent matrices P, Q ∈ Cn×n such that MP = (MP )∗, R(P ) =
R(A) = R(Q) and R(QT ) = R(AT ).
If any one of the above relations viz. (a)− (e) are true, then the M-weighted core inverse of
A is given by A#©,M = X = QA(1)P = A#AA(1,3
M ). Further P = AA#©,M , A# =
(
A#©,M
)2
A,
and Q = A#A = A#©,MA.
Proof. (a)⇒ (b) Let R(X) = R(A). Then there exist V ∈ Cn×n such that X = AV . Using
AXA = A, we obtain
X = AV = AXAV = AX2.
Similarly from R(XT ) = R(A∗M)T , we have X = ZA∗M = Z(AXA)∗M = ZA∗X∗A∗M =
ZA∗MM−1X∗A∗M = XM−1‘X∗A∗M for some Z ∈ Cn×n. Which further implies MAX =
MAXM−1X∗A∗M . Thus
(MAX)∗ = (MAXM−1X∗A∗M)∗ =M∗AXM−1X∗A∗M =MAX
since M is hermitian and invertible. Now
X = XM−1X∗A∗M = XM−1(MAX)∗ = XM−1MAX = XAX .
Again from R(X) = R(A), we have A = XV for some VCn×n. This yields
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A = XV = XA(XV ) = XA(A) = XA2.
(b)⇒ (c) It is trivially true.
(c) ⇒ (d) It is enough to show A# exists. Let Y = X2A. From Proposition 3.2, it follows
that AXA = A. Now AY A = AX2A2 = XA2 = A, Y AY = X2A(AX2)A = X2AXA =
X2A = Y , and AY = AX2A = XA = XXA2 = Y A. Hence A# = Y = X2A.
(d) ⇒ (e) Let Z = A#AX , where X ∈ A{1, 3M}. If we choose P = AZ = AX and
Q = ZA = A#A, then it is easy to verify that P and Q both are idempotent. One can also
observe that MP = MAX is a hermitian matrix, R(P ) = R(A) = R(Q). From Q = ZA
and A = AXA = AA#AXA = AZA = AQ, we obtain R(QT ) = R(AT ). Next we will
claim the uniqueness of the idempotent matrices P and Q. Suppose there exist another
pair P1 and Q1 which satisfies (e). Then R(P ) = R(A) = R(P1) = R(Q) = R(Q1) and
R(QT ) = R(QT1 ). From R(Q) = R(Q1) and R(Q
T ) = R(QT1 ) we obtain
Q = Q1U = Q1Q1U = Q1Q = V QQ = V Q = Q1, U, V ∈ C
n×n.
Similarly, from R(P ) = R(P1) we get P = P1P and P1 = PP1. Which further yields
MP = (MP )∗ = (MP1P )
∗ = (MP1M
−1MP )∗ =MPM−1MP1 =MPP1 =MP1.
Pre-multiplying by M−1, we obtain P = P1.
(e) ⇒ (a) Let us assume that there exist unique idempotent matrices P , Q such that
MP = (MP )∗, R(P ) = R(A) = R(Q) and R(QT ) = R(AT ). From the range condition,
we can easily obtain
A = PA = QA = AQ, Q = QA(1)A = AA(1)Q, P = AA(1)P. (3.1)
If we take X = QA(1)P , then AXA = AQA(1)PA = AA(1)A = A. From X = QA(1)P =
AA(1)QA(1)P and A = QA = QA(1)A2 = QA(1)PA2 = XA2, we obtain R(X) = R(A).
Using equation (3.1), we obtain
X = QA(1)P = QA(1)M−1(MP )∗ = QA(1)M−1(MAA(1)P )∗ = QA(1)M−1(A(1)P )∗A∗M
and
A∗M = (PA)∗M = A∗(MP )∗ = A∗MP = A∗MAA(1)P = A∗MAQA(1)P = A∗MAX .
Therefore R(XT ) = R(A∗M)T . The representation of X = A#AA(1,3
M ) can be verified
easily and the other representations follow from the proof of (e)⇒ (a).
The relation between M-weighted core and N -weighted dual core is given in the next
result.
Lemma 3.8. Let, A ∈ Cn×n and M ∈ Cn×n be an invertible Hermitian matrix. Then A#©,M
exists if and only if (M−1A∗M)M,#© exists. Moreover, (M−1A∗M)M,#© =M−1[A#©,M ]∗M .
Proof. Let X = A#©,M . Then by Theorem 3.7, AXA = A, XAX = X , R(X) = R(A) and
R(XT ) = R((A∗M)T ). Define Y =M−1X∗M and B =M−1A∗M . Next we will claim that
Y is M-weighted dual core inverse of B. From
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B2Y =M−1(A∗)2X∗M ==M−1 ((XA)2)
∗
M =M−1A∗M = B,
Y 2B =M−1(X∗)2A∗M =M−1 ((AX)2)
∗
M =M−1X∗M = Y ,
(MYB)∗ = (X∗A∗M)∗ = (MAX) = X∗A∗M = MY B, we have BM,#© = Y . Similarly, we
can show the converse part.
In view of the fact of Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, we have the following equivalent
descriptive statement for N -weighted dual core inverse
Theorem 3.9. Let N ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian matrix and A ∈ Cn×n be a core
matrix. Then the following five conditions are equivalent:
(a) there exist X ∈ Cn×n such that AXA = A, R(NX) = R(A∗), R(XT ) = R(AT );
(b) AXA = A, XAX = X, (NXA)∗ = NXA, A2X = A, and X2A = X;
(c) (NXA)∗ = NXA,X2A = X, and A2X = A;
(d) A# exists and X ∈ A{1, 4N};
(e) there exist unique idempotent matrices P, Q ∈ Cn×n such that NQ = (NQ)∗, R(P ) =
R(A) and R(P T ) = R(QT ) = R(AT ).
If any one of the above (a) − (e) is true, then the N-weighted dual core inverse of the
matrix A is given by AN,#© = X = A(1,4
N )AA# = QA(1)P . Further A# = A
(
AN,#©
)2
,
P = AA# = AAN,#©, and QA = AN,#©A.
Corollary 3.10. Let A ∈ Cn×n be a core matrix and M ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian
matrices. Further, let X ∈ Cn×n with (MAX)∗ =MAX. If X satisfies either XA2 = A or
XA = A#A, then A#©,M = A#AX.
Proof. Let XA2 = A. Then AXA = AXAA#A = AXA2A# = A2A# = A. Thus X ∈
A{1, 3M} and hence by Theorem 3.7 (d), A#©,M = A#AX . Further, from XA = A#A, we
obtain AXA = A. Which yields X ∈ A{1, 3M} and hence the proof is complete.
The following propositions can be used an equivalent definition for M-weighted core
inverse.
Proposition 3.11. Let M ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian matrices and A ∈ Cn×n be a
core matrix. If a matrix X ∈ Cn×n satisfies
(2) XAX = X, (3M) (MAX)∗ =MAX and (6) XA2 = A,
then X is the M-weighted core inverse of A.
Proof. Let A = XA2. Then AA# = XA2A# = XA. Now AXA = AAA# = A. Therefore,
X ∈ A{1T , 3T}. So, by Corollary 3.10, A#©,M = A#AX = AA#X. Replacing AA# by XA,
we obtain A#©,M = XAX = X.
Proposition 3.12. Let M ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian matrices and A ∈ Cn×n be a
core matrix. If a matrix X satisfies
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(1) AXA = A, (3M) (MAX)∗ =MAX and (7) AX2 = X,
then X is the M-weighted core inverse of A.
Proof. From AXA = A and AX2 = X , we get A = A2X2A. Pre-multiplying A# both sides,
we obtain A#A = A#A2X2A = AX2A = XA. Now XA2 = XAA = A#AA = A. Hence the
matrix X is the M-weighted core inverse of the matrix A.
It is well known that the generalized weighted Moore-Penrose inverse does not exist
always [26]. But if we replace the invertibility of M and N by M and N to be positive
definite, then A†M,N always exists and we call weighted Moore-Penrose inverse [4] of the
matrix A.
Theorem 3.13. Let A ∈ Cn×n and M, N ∈ Cn×n be invetible hermitian matrices. Then
the following are equivalent:
(a) A†M,N exists;
(b) there exist unique idempotent matrices P, Q ∈ Cn×n such that MP = (MP )∗, NQ =
(NQ)∗, R(P ) = R(A) and R(QT ) = R(AT ).
If any one of the statements (a)− (b) holds, then A†M,N = QA
(1)P .
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Let X = A†M,N . If we define P = AX and Q = XA, then we can easily
show that R(P ) = R(A) and R(QT ) = R(AT ). Further P = AX = AXAX = P 2,
Q = XA = XAXA = Q2, MP =MAX = (MAX)∗ = (MP )∗, and NQ = NXA = (NQ)∗.
To show the uniqueness of P and Q, assume that there exists two idempotent pairs (P,Q)
and (P1, Q1) which satisfies (b). Now from R(Q
T ) = R(QT1 ), we have Q = QQ1 and
Q1 = Q1Q. Using Q = QQ1 and Q1 = Q1Q, we obtain
NQ = (NQ)∗ = (NQN−1NQ1)∗ = NQ1N
−1NQ = NQ1Q = NQ1.
Pre-multiplying N−1, we get Q = Q1. Similarly, we can show the uniqueness of P .
(b) ⇒ (a) Let P and Q be the unique idempotent matrices with MP = (MP )∗, NQ =
(NQ)∗, R(P ) = R(A) and R(QT ) = R(AT ). Then A = PA = AQ, P = AU , and Q = V A
for some U, V ∈ Cn×n. Further, P = AA(1)AU = AA(1)P and Q = QA(1)A. Now, consider
X = QA(1)P . Then A†M,N = X = QA
(1)P is follows from the following verification:
AXA = AQA(1)PA = A, XAX = QA(1)PAQA(1)P = X ;
MAX =MAQA(1)P =MP = (MAX)∗, NXA = NQA(1)PA = NQ = (NXA)∗.
Theorem 3.14. Let A ∈ Cn×n and M ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian matrix. If ind(A) =
1 and A{1, 3M} = φ, then the following five conditions are true.
(a) (A#©,M)# = A2A#©,M = (A#©,M)†M,M = (A
#©,M)#©,M = (A#©,M)M,#©;
(b) (A#)#©,M = A2A#©,M ;
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(c) A# = (A#©,M)2A;
(d) (An)#©,M = (A#©,M)n for any n ∈ N;
(e) [(A#©,M)#©,M ]#©,M = A#©,M .
Proof. (a) From Theorem 3.7, we obtain A#©,M = A#AA(1,3
M ). Now, let X = A2A#©,M =
A2A#AA(1,3
M ) = A2A(1,3
M ). Then
A#©,MXA#©,M = A#AA(1,3
M )XA#AA(1,3
M ) = A#AA(1,3
M ) = A#©,M , (3.2)
XA#©,MX = XA#AA(1,3
M )X = A2A(1,3
M )A#AA(1,3
M )A2A(1,3
M ) = A2A(1,3
M ) = X, (3.3)
and
A#©,MX = A#AA(1,3
M )AAA(1,3
M ) = A2A#A(1,3
M ) = AAA(1,3
M )AA#A(1,3
M ) = XA#©,M .
(3.4)
From equations (3.2)-(3.4), we obtain
(
A#©,M
)#
= X = A2A#©,M . Further, we have
(MA#©,MX)∗ = (MA#AA(1,3
M )A2A(1,3
M ))∗ = (MAA(1,3
M ))∗ =MAA(1,3
M )
= MAA#AA(1,3
M ) =MA#AA(1,3
M )A2A(1,3
M ) =MA#©,MX, (3.5)
and
(MXA#©,M)∗ = (MA2A(1,3
M )A#©,M)∗ = (MA2A(1,3
M )A#AA(1,3
M ))∗ = (MAA(1,3
M ))∗
= MAA(1,3
M ) =MAA#AA(1,3
M ) =MA2A(1,3
M )A#©,M =MXA#©,M .(3.6)
Combining equations (3.2) and (3.3) along with (3.5) and (3.6), we get
(
A#©,M
)†
= X =
A2A#©,M . Next we will show (A#©,M)#©,M = X . Using the definition of M-weighted core
inverse, we have A#©,MX2 = (A#©,MA2)(A#©,MA2)A#©,M = AAA#©,M = X , and X(A#©,M)2 =
A2
(
A#©,M
)3
= A
(
A#©,M
)2
= A#©,M . Hence (A#©,M)#©,M = X since (MA#©,MX)∗ =MA#©,MX .
To claim the final part of (a), it is enough to show
(
A#©,M
)2
X = A#©,M and X2A#©,M = X .
Using Proposition 3.5 and the definition of M-weighted core inverse, we obtain(
A#©,M
)2
X =
(
A#©,M
)2
A2A#©,M = A#©,MAA#©,M = A#©,M , and
X2A#©,M = A2A#©,MA2
(
A#©,M
)2
= A2A#©,MAA#©,M = A2A#©,M = X .
(b) Let X = A2A#©,M . Then the result is follows from the following expressions
A#X2 = A#A2A#©,MA2A#©,M = AAA#©,M = X ,
X(A#)2 = A2A#©,M(A#)2 = A2A#©,MA2(A#)4 = A3(A#)4 = A#, and
(MA#X)∗ = (MA#A2A#©,M)∗ = (MAA#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,M =MA#X .
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(c) From Theorem 3.7, the result is trivially holds.
(d) First we will show for n = 2, i.e. (A2)#©,M = (A#©,M)2. Since (A2)#©,M(A#©,M)4 =
A(A#©,M)3 = (A#©,M)2, (A#©,M)2A4 = A#©,MA3 = A2, and (MA2(A#©,M)2)∗ = (MAA#©,M)∗ =
MAA#©,M = MA2(A#©,M)2, so it follows that (A2)#©,M = (A#©,M)2. Now assume that the
result is true for n = k, i.e. (Ak)#©,M = (A#©,M)k. Next we will claim for n = k + 1. From
Ak+1(A#©,M)2k+2 = Ak(A#©,M)2k+1 = (A#©,M)kA#©,M = (A#©,M)k+1,
(A#©,M)k+1A2k+2 = (A#©,M)kA2k+1 = AkA = Ak+1, and(
MAk+1(A#©,M)k+1
)∗
=
(
MAk(A#©,M)k
)∗
=MAk(A#©,M)k =MAk+1(A#©,M)k+1,
we obtain (Ak+1)#©,M = (A#©,M)k+1. Hence true for any n ∈ N.
(e) From part (a), we have (A#©,M)#©,M = A2A#©,M . So it is suffice to show (A2A#©,M)#©,M =
A#©,M . Now A2A#©,M(A#©,M)2 = A(A#©,M)2 = A#©,M , A#©,MA2A#©,MA2A#©,M = AAA#©,M =
A2A#©,M , and (MA2A#©,MA#©,M)∗ = (MAA(A#©,M)2)∗ = (MAA#©,M)∗ = MAA#©,M =
MA2A#©,MA#©,M . Thus completes the proof.
Using the similar lines, we show the following result for N -weighted dual core inverse.
Theorem 3.15. Let A ∈ Cn×n and N ∈ Cn×n be an invetible hermitian matrix. If ind(A) =
1 and A{1, 4N} = φ, then the following holds
(a) (AN,#©)# = AN,#©A2 = (AN,#©)†N,N = (A
N,#©)N,#© = (AN,#©)#©,N ;
(b) (A#)N,#© = AN,#©A2;
(c) A# = A(AN,#©)2;
(d) (An)N,#© = (AN,#©)n for any n ∈ N;
(e) [(AN,#©)N,#©]N,#© = AN,#©.
Corollary 3.16. Let A ∈ Cn×n be a core matrix. If M, N ∈ Cn×n are invetible hermitian
matrices and A{1, 3M , 4N} = φ, then the following holds
(a) (A#)†M,N = A
N,#©A3A#©,M ;
(b) A# = A#©,MAAN,#©.
Proof. (a) If follows from Theorem 3.14 (b) and Theorem 3.15 (b).
(b) Using Theorem 3.14 (c) and Theorem 3.15 (b), we have
A# = A#AA# = (A#©,M)2A3(AN,#©)2 = A#©,MA2AN,#©AN,#© = A#©,MAAN,#©.
The following example illustrates that generalized Moore-Penrose inverse, group inverse,
M-weighted core inverse and N -weighted dual-core inverses are different.
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Example 3.17. Let A =

1 0 10 1 0
0 0 0

 and M = N =

1 0 00 2 0
0 0 1

. Then we can easily verify
that A# = A,A†M,N =

0.5 0 10 1 0
0.5 0 0

, A#©,M =

1 0 00 1 0
0 0 0

, and AN,#© =

0.5 0 0.50 1 0
0.5 0 0.5

.
At this point, one can ask a natural question: under which assumption, all these inverses
are the same ? The following theorem will give an appropriate answer to this, along with a
few representations of weighted-EP matrices.
Theorem 3.18. Let A ∈ Cn×n and ind(A) = 1. If M is an invetible hermitian matrix, then
the following eight statements are equivalent:
(a) The matrix A is weighted-EP.
(b) there exist a matrix X ∈ Cn×n such that (MAX)∗ =MAX, A2X = A, X2A = X;
(c) there exist a matrix X ∈ Cn×n such that (MXA)∗ =MXA, XA2 = A, AX2 = X;
(d) A#©,M = A# = AM,#©;
(e) A#©,M = A†M,M = A
M,#©;
(f) R(AT ) ⊆ R
(
(A∗M)T
)
;
(g) R(A) ⊆ R (M−1A∗);
(h) R(A∗) ⊆ R(MA).
Proof. (a) ⇔ (b) Let A be weighted-EP with respect to (M,M). Then (b) is trivially hold
if we consider X = A# = A†M,M . Conversely, assume that (MAX)
∗ = MAX , A2X = A,
X2A = X for some X ∈ Cn×n. Now A = A2X = A2X2A = A2X3A2 = Y A2 where
Y = A2X3 ∈ Cn×n. By Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7, we obtain A# = AX2 = X . Since
MA#A =MAA# =MAX and MAX is hermitian, it follows that A†M,M = A
#.
(a)⇔ (c) in the similar process as (a)⇔ (b)
(a) ⇔ (d) From the equivalence of (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c), it is trivial that (a) ⇒ (d). The
converse is follows from the fact that (MA#A)∗ = (MAA#)∗ = (MAA#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,M =
MAA# =MA#A.
(a) ⇔ (e) Let A#©,M = A†M,M . Since MA
#A = MAA# = MA#©,MA2A# = MA#©,MA =
MA
†
M,MA andMA
†
M,MA is hermitian, so we have A
†
M,M = A
#. Thus A is weighted-EP with
respect to (M,M). The converse part follows from the equivalence of (a)⇔ (b)⇔ (c).
(a) ⇔ (f) Let A# = A†M,M . Then A = A
2A# = A2A†M,M = AM
−1(MAA†M,M )
∗ =
AM−1(A†M,M)
∗A∗M . Thus R(AT ) ⊆ R
(
(A∗M)T
)
. Conversely, let R(AT ) ⊆ R
(
(A∗M)T
)
.
Then A = ZA∗M for some Z ∈ Cn×n. This yields A = ZA∗M = Z(AA#A)∗M =
ZA∗MM−1(AA#)∗M = AM−1(AA#)∗M . Further,MAA# =MA#A =MA#AM−1(AA#)∗M
is hermitian. Hence A# = A†M,M .
(a) ⇔ (g) Let A# = A†M,M . Then A = A
#A2 = M−1(MA#A)A = M−1(MA†M,MA)
∗A =
M−1A∗(MA†M,M )
∗A. Thus R(A) ⊆ R(M−1A∗). Conversely, let R(A) ⊆ R(M−1A∗). Then
A = M−1A∗Z for some Z ∈ Cn×n. Which yields A = M−1A∗Z = M−1(AA#A)∗Z =
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M−1(AA#)∗MM−1A∗Z = M−1(AA#)∗MA. Further, we obtain MA#A = MAA# =
MM−1(AA#)∗MAA# = (AA#)∗MAA# is hermitian. Therefore, A# = A†M,M . The equiva-
lence between (a)⇔ (h) can be proved in the similar way.
In similar manner, we can also show the following result.
Theorem 3.19. Let A ∈ Cn×n and ind(A) = 1. If M and N are invetible hermitian
matrices, then the following are equivalent:
(a) The matrix A is weighted-EP.
(b) there exist X ∈ Cn×n such that (MAX)∗ = MAX, (NAX)∗ = NAX, A2X = A,
X2A = X;
(c) there exist X ∈ Cn×n such that (MXA)∗ = MXA, (NXA)∗ = NXA, XA2 = A,
AX2 = X;
(d) R(A) ⊆ R (N−1A∗) and R(AT ) ⊆ R
(
(A∗M)T
)
;
(e) R
(
(AN−1)T
)
⊆ R((A∗)T ) and R(A) ⊆ R (M−1A∗);
(f) R (N−1A∗) ⊆ R(A) and R((A∗)T ) ⊆ R
(
(AM−1)T
)
;
(g) R((A∗)T ) ⊆ R
(
(AN−1)T
)
and R(A) ⊆ R(AM).
Theorem 3.20. Let M , N be hermitian and positive definite matrices. If A ∈ Cn×n be a
core matrix, then the following five conditions are equivalent:
(a) A is weighted-EP with respect to (M,N);
(b) AnA#©,M = AN,#©An for n ∈ N;
(c) (A#)nA#©,M = AN,#©(A#)n for n ∈ N;
(d)
(
A#©,M
)#©,M
=
(
AN,#©
)N,#©
;
(e) A#©,M = AN,#©.
4. Reverse order law for weighted core inverse
It is well-known that the reverse-order law for matrices are a topic of considerable research
in the theory of generalized inverses. In this section we establish a few necessary and
sufficient conditions for the reverse order law to hold in the framework of weighted core
inverse matrices. In this context, a sufficient condition of reverse-order law of M-weighted
core inverse is discussed in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let and A and B ∈ Cn×n. Consider M ∈ Cn×n be invertible hermitian
matrices. If
A#©,MB = B#©,MA and AA#©,M = BA#©,M ,
then
(AB)
#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M =
(
A#©,M
)2
= (A2)#©,M .
Proof. Let A#©,MB = B#©,MA. Then
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B#©,MA#©,M = (B#©,MA)(A#©,M)2 = A#©,MBA#©,MA#©,M = A#©,MAA#©,MA#©,M = (A#©,M)2.
From Theorem 3.14 (d), we get B#©,MA#©,M = (A#©,M)2 = (A2)#©,M . Next we will claim that,
B#©,MA#©,M is the M-weighted core inverse of AB. Let X = B#©,MA#©,M . Then
(MABX)∗ = (MABB#©,MA#©,M)∗ =
(
MA(BA#©,M)A#©,M
)∗
= (MAAA#©,MA#©,M)∗
= (MAA#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,M =MABX,
X(AB)2 = B#©,MA#©,M(AB)2 = (A#©,M)2A(BA)B = (A#©,M)3ABA#©,MA2B
= (A#©,M)2A2A#©,MA2B = (A#©,M)2A3 = AB, and
ABX2 = AB(B#©,MA#©,M)2 = AB(A#©,M)4 = A2(A#©,M)4 = (A#©,M)2 = B#©,MA#©,M .
Therefore, (AB)#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M .
Similarly, we can show the following result for N -weighted dual core inverse.
Theorem 4.2. Let N ∈ Cn×n be an invertible hermitian matrix and A,B ∈ Cn×n. If
ABN,#© = BAN,#© and BN,#©B = BN,#©A,
then
(AB)N,#© = BN,#©AN,#© = (BN,#©)2 = (B2)N,#©.
The next result is for the relation of range space and reverse order law for M-weighted
core inverse.
Theorem 4.3. Let M,∈ Cn×n be an invertible hermitan matrix and A,B ∈ Cn×n. If
(AB)#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M
then the following two statements are true:
(a) R
(
B#©,MA
)
⊆ R(AB) ⊆ R(BA).
(b) BB#©,MA#©,M ∈ C{3M , 6}, where C = ABB#©,M .
Proof. (a) Let, (AB)#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M . Then
AB = (AB)#©,M(AB)2 = B#©,MA#©,M(AB)2 = B(B#©,M)2A#©,M(AB)2
= BB#©,M(B#©,MA#©,M)(AB)2 = BB#©,M(AB)#©,M(AB)2 = BB#©,MAB
= BB#©,MA#©,MA2B = B(AB)#©,MA2B = BAB((AB)#©,M)2A2B.
Thus R(AB) ⊆ R(BA). Further from
B#©,MA = B#©,MA#©,MA2 = (AB)#©,MA2 = AB((AB)#©,M)2A2, we obtain
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R
(
B#©,MA
)
⊆ R(AB).
(b) BB#©,MA#©,M ∈ C{3M} is follows from the following
(MCBB#©,MA#©,M)∗ = (MABB#©,MBB#©,MA#©,M)∗ = (MABB#©,MA#©,M)∗
= (MAB(AB)#©,M)∗ =MAB(AB)#©,M =MCBB#©,MA#©,M .
Using AB = BB#©,M(AB) from part (a), we obtain
BB#©,MA#©,MC2 = BB#©,MA#©,MABB#©,MA#©,MA2BB#©,M
= BB#©,MA#©,MA2BB#©,M = BB#©,MABB#©,M = ABB#©,M .
Hence BB#©,MA#©,M ∈ C{6} and completes the proof.
We now present a characterization of the reverse-order law for M-weighted core inverse.
Theorem 4.4. Let M ∈ Cn×n be invertible hermitan matrices and A,B ∈ Cn×n with
ind(A) = 1 = ind(B). If A2 = BA, then the following statements hold.
(a) ind (AB)=1 .
(b) (AB)#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M .
Proof. It is trivial that R ((AB)2) ⊆ R(AB). From AB = A5(A#)4B = A(BA)2(A#)4B =
(AB)2(A#)3B, we obtain R(AB) ⊆ R ((AB)2). This leads R(AB) = R ((AB)2) and hence
ind(AB) = 1. Using A2 = BA repetitively, we get
A = A2A# = BAA# = B#©,MB2AA# = B#©,MBA2A# = B#©,MA3A# = B#©,MA2, (4.1)
and
AA#©,M = A2(A#©,M)2 = BA(A#©,M)2 = BA#©,M .
Applying Equation (4.1), we get
A#©,M = A(A#©,M)2 = B#©,MA2(A#©,M)2 = B#©,MBA(A#©,M)2 = B#©,MBA#©,M , (4.2)
and
B#©,MA#©,M(AB)2 = B#©,MA#©,MA(BA)B = B#©,MA#©,MA3B = B#©,MA2B = AB. (4.3)
From Equation (4.2), we have
(MABB#©,MA#©,M)∗ = (MABB#©,MB#©,MBA#©,M)∗ = (MAB#©,MBA#©,M)∗
= (MAA#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,M =MABB#©,MA#©,M .
Further, from Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain
AB(B#©,MA#©,M)2 = ABB#©,MA#©,MB#©,MA2(A#©,M)3 = ABB#©,MA#©,MA(A#©,M)3
= ABB#©,M(A#©,M)3 = ABB#©,MB#©,MBA#©,M(A#©,M)2
= AB#©,MBA#©,M(A#©,M)2 = A(A#©,M)3
= B#©,MA2(A#©,M)3 = B#©,MA#©,M .
Thus B#©,MA#©,M is the M-weighted core inverse of AB.
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Similarly, the following theorem can be proved.
Theorem 4.5. Let N ∈ Cn×n be an invertible hermitan matrix and A,B ∈ Cn×n with
ind(A) = 1 = ind(B). If B2 = BA, then the following statements hold.
(a) ind (AB)=1 .
(b) (AB)N,#© = BN,#©AN,#©.
Theorem 4.6. Let M ∈ Cn×n be an invertible hermitan matrix and A,B ∈ Cn×n with
ind(A) = 1 = ind(B) = ind(AB).
(a) If the matrix B is unitary and R(B∗A#©,M) ⊆ R(A#©,M), then
(AB)#©,M = B∗A#©,M .
(b) If the matrix A is unitary and R(A) ⊆ R(B), then
(AB)#©,M = B#©,MA∗.
Proof. (a) Let R(B∗A#©,M) ⊆ R(A#©,M). This implies B∗A#©,M = A#©,MU for some U ∈
Cn×n. Now
ABB∗A#©,MAB = AA#©,MAB = AB,
(MABB∗A#©,M)∗ = (MAA#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,M =MABB∗A, and
AB(B∗A#©,M)2 = AA#©,MB∗A#©,M = AA#©,MA#©,MU = A#©,MU = B∗A#©,M .
Thus by Proposition 3.12, (AB)#©,M = B∗A#©,M .
(b) Let R(A) ⊆ R(B). Then A = BU for some U ∈ Cn×n and
B#©,MA∗(AB)2 = B#©,MBAB = BUB = AB.
Applying Proposition 3.2, we have
B#©,MA∗ABB#©,MA∗ = B#©,MBB#©,MA∗ = B#©,MA∗.
Further,
(MABB#©,MA∗)∗ = (AA∗MABB#©,MA∗)∗ = ABB#©,MA∗MAA ∗
= ABB#©,MAA∗A∗MAA∗ = ABB#©,MBUA∗A∗MAA ∗
= A2(A∗)2MAA∗ =MAA∗ =MAAA∗A∗
= MABU(A∗)2 =MABB#©,MBU(A∗)2
= MABB#©,MA∗.
Hence by Proposition 3.11, (AB)#©,M = B#©A∗.
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Theorem 4.7. Let M ∈ Cn×n be an invertible hermitan matrix and A,B ∈ Cn×n with
ind(A) = 1 = ind(B) = ind(AB) and R(A∗MB) = R(MBA∗). Then
(AB)#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M
if and only if
(a) R(B#©,MA) ⊆ R(AB) ⊆ R(BA)
(b) MBB#©,MAA#©,M =MAA#©,MBB#©,M or BB#©,MAA#©,M = AA#©,MBB#©,M
Proof. Let (AB)#©,M = B#©,MA#©,M . Then the result (a) follows from Theorem 4.3. Further,
AB = B#©,MA#©,M(AB)2 = B(B#©,M)2A#©,M(AB)2 = BB#©,MAB. (4.4)
Using the relation of R(A∗MB) = R(MBA∗), we obtain B∗M∗A = UAB∗M∗ for some
U ∈ Cn×n. In addition,
B∗M∗A = UA(MB)∗ = UA(MBB#©,MB)∗ = UAB∗(MBB#©,M)∗ = UAB∗MBB#©,M
= B∗M∗ABB#©,M . (4.5)
Using R(AB) ⊆ R(BA), equation(4.4), and equation (4.5), we obtain
MBB#©,MAA#©,M = (MBB#©,M)∗AA#©,M = (B#©,M)∗B∗M∗AA#©,M
= (B#©,M)∗B∗M∗ABB#©,MA#©,M = (MBB#©,M)∗ABB#©,MA#©,M
= MBB#©,MABB#©,MA#©,M =MABB#©,MA#©,M (4.6)
= (MABB#©,MA#©,M)∗ = (MBB#©,MM−1MAA#©,M)∗
= (MAA#©,M)∗M−1(MBB#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,MBB#©,M .
Conversely, let R(AB) ⊆ R(BA). This yields AB = BAU for some U and
AB = BAU = BB#©,MBAU = BB#©,MAB (4.7)
Using equation (4.7) along with R(A∗MB) = R(MBA∗), we can easily prove (like equation
(4.6) )
MBB#©,MAA#©,M =MABB#©,MA#©,M or BB#©,MAA#©,M = ABB#©,MA#©,M (4.8)
Combining MBB#©,MAA#©,M =MAA#©,MBB#©,M and equation(4.8), we get
(MABB#©,MA#©,M)∗ = (MBB#©,MAA#©,M)∗ =MAA#©,MBB#©,M =MABB#©,MA#©,M .
From R(B#©A) ⊆ R(AB) and second part of equation (4.8), we obtain
AB(B#©,MA#©,M)2 = BB#©,MAA#©,MB#©,MA#©,M = AA#©,MBB#©,MB#©,MA#©,M
= AA#©,M(B#©,MA)(A#©,M)2 = AA#©,M(ABV )(A#©,M)2
= (ABV )(A#©,M)2 = (B#©,MA)(A#©,M)2 = B#©,MA#©,M .
Further, AB = BB#©,MAB = BB#©,MAA#©,MAB = ABB#©,MA#©,MAB. Thus by Proposi-
tion 3.12, B#©,MA#©,M is the M-weighted core inverse of AB.
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5. Conclusion
In the literature, the weighted core inverses for a matrix are defined in a particular manner
(see [8, 10, 13]). Our research introduces new representations for the M-weighted core and
N -weighted dual-core inverses for matrices. Subsequently, we investigate the properties of
weighted core inverse of matrices and discuss the existence of generalized weighted Moore-
Penrose inverse along with the relationships with other generalized inverses. The beauty
of the new representation of weighted core inverses is that the algorithm developed for
one particular choice of generalized inverse can be easily extended to the other types of
generalized inverses. This gives us the flexibility to choose generalized inverses depending
on applications. In addition to that, we have also discussed the conditions under which the
reverse order laws hold for these inverses.
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